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Abstract. This paper describes the generation and logical optimisation of views
in the AutoMed heterogeneous data integration framework, which is based on
the use of reversible schema transformation sequences called both as view (BAV)
rules. We show how views can be generated from such sequences, for global as
view (GAV), local as view (LAV) and GLAV query processing. We also present
techniques for optimising these generated views, firstly by optimising the transformation sequences, and secondly by optimising the view definitions generated
from them.

1 Introduction
Data integration is a process by which several databases, with associated local schemas,
are integrated to form a single virtual database with an associated global schema.
The two most common data integration approaches are global as view (GAV) (used
in TSIMMIS [4], InterViso [19] and Garlic [18]), and local as view (LAV) (used in IM
[9] and Agora [11]). In GAV, the constructs of a global schema are described as views
over the local schemas. These view definitions are used to rewrite queries over a global
schema into distributed queries over the local databases. In LAV, the constructs of the
local schemas are defined as views over the global schema, and processing queries over
the global schema involves rewriting queries using views [8].
Both LAV and GAV lack a certain degree of expressiveness. GAV is unable to fully
capture data integration semantics where a source schema construct can be defined by a
non-reversible function over global schema constructs. For example, if source schema
attribute money is the sum of global schema attributes coins and notes, neither coins
nor notes in the global schema can be defined by views over the source schema. Thus a
query on the global schema asking for the sum of coins and notes cannot be answered
even though the answer (money) is present in the source schema. In LAV, the attribute
money can be defined by a view as the sum of global schema attributes coins and
notes. Reversing the presence of the attributes, so that coins and notes are in the local
schema and money in the global schema, leads to a situation which GAV can express
but LAV cannot.
GLAV [5] is a variation of LAV that allows the head of the view definition rules to
contain conjunctions of relations from a source schema as a natural join, and is thus able
to capture situations where a non-reversible function is a natural-join between attributes.
In [10] GLAV was extended to allow any source schema query in the head of the rule,

and hence is able to express the case where a single source schema is used to define the
global schema constructs referenced in the body of the rule.
We have developed a richer integration framework which is based on the use of
reversible sequences of primitive schema transformations, called transformation pathways. In [15] we showed how these pathways incorporate the semantics of GAV rule
definitions and LAV rule definitions, and hence termed our approach both as view
(BAV). We have implemented the BAV data integration approach within the AutoMed
system (see http://www.doc.ic.uk/automed).
Since BAV integration is based on sequences of primitive schema transformations,
it could be argued that the pathways resulting from BAV are likely to be more costly to
reason with and process (e.g. for global query processing) than the corresponding LAV,
GAV or GLAV view definitions would be. However, in Section 5 of this paper we show
how BAV pathways are amenable to considerable simplification. Moreover, standard
query optimisation techniques can be applied to the view definitions derived from BAV
pathways.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 gives a review and examples of
the BAV integration approach, and compares it with the GAV, LAV and GLAV approaches. Section 3 shows how view definitions can be generated from BAV pathways
for GAV, LAV or GLAV query processing. Section 4 presents techniques for optimising
these generated views, and Section 5 gives techniques for optimising the BAV pathways
themselves. Section 6 gives our concluding remarks and directions of further work.

2 The BAV Integration Approach
In previous work (see http://www.doc.ic.uk/automed) we have developed a
framework to support schema transformation and integration in heterogeneous database
architectures. The framework consists of a low-level hypergraph-based data model
(HDM) and a set of primitive schema transformations defined for this model. Higherlevel data models and primitive schema transformations for them are defined in terms
of this lower-level common data model.
In BAV, schemas are incrementally transformed by applying a sequence of primi  , where each  adds, deletes or renames just one schema
tive transformations  
construct. Each add or delete transformation is accompanied by a query, expressed in
the intermediate query language (IQL), specifying the extent of the new or deleted
construct in terms of the rest of the constructs in the schema. All primitive transformations have an optional additional argument which specifies a constraint (also expressed
in the IQL) on the current schema extension that must hold if the transformation is to
be applied.
A composite transformation is a sequence of primitive transformations. We term
the composite transformation defined for transforming schema  to schema   a transformation pathway     . All source schemas, intermediate schemas and global
schemas, and the pathways between them are stored in AutoMed’s metadata repository [1].
AutoMed supports a variety of methodologies for performing data integration and
hence forming a network of pathways joining schemas together. For example, Figure 1
illustrates the integration of  local schemas,     , into a global schema  .

In order to integrate these  local schemas, each   is first transformed into a “union”
schema   . These  union schemas are syntactically identical, and this is asserted by
creating a sequence of id transformation steps between each pair   and   , of
the form id (  ! ,   " ) for each schema construct.
id is an additional type of primitive transformation, and the notation  #$ is used
to denote construct appearing in schema   . These id transformations are generated automatically by the AutoMed software. An arbitrary one of the   can then be
selected for further transformation into a global schema  . This is where constructs
sourced from different local schemas can be combined together by unions, joins, outerjoins etc.
There may be information within a % which is not semantically derivable from the
corresponding &' . This is asserted by means of extend transformation steps within the
pathway &     . Conversely, not all of the information within a local schema & 
need be transferred into   , and this is asserted by means of contract transformation
steps within      . These extend and contract transformations behave in the
same way as add and delete, respectively, except that they indicate that only partial
information can be derived about the new or deleted construct. Rather than a single
query, they take a pair of queries which specify a lower and upper bound on the extent
of the new or deleted construct. The lower bound query may be the constant Void if no
lower bound can be specified, and the upper bound query may be the constant Any if
no upper bound can be specified.
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Fig. 1. A general AutoMed Integration

Each primitive transformation  has an automatically derivable reverse transformation  . In particular, each add or extend transformation is reversed by a delete
or contract transformation with the same arguments, and vice versa, while each rename or id transformation is reversed by another rename or id transformation with
the two arguments swapped. This holds for the primitive transformations of any modelling language defined in AutoMed. In [12] we show how this reversibility of schema
transformations allows automatic data query translation between schemas.
In [13] we described how our framework can be applied to different high-level modelling languages such as relational, ER and UML, and more recently we have extended
AutoMed to also support semi-structured data models (flat file, XML, RDF). For our examples in this paper we will use a simplified relational data model. However, we stress

that the techniques that we describe here are equally applicable to any data modelling
language supported by AutoMed.
In our simple relational model, there are two kinds of schema construct: Rel and
Att (see [13] for an encoding of a richer relational data model, including the modelling
of constraints).
The extent of a Rel construct 7 7"8:9 9 is the projection of the relation 8 onto its primary
key attributes ; < == ;> . The extent of each Att construct 7 7!8 @? 9 9 where ? is an attribute
(key or non-key) is the projection of relation 8 onto ; A = ;# B? . For example, a relation
student(id,sex,dname) would be modelled by a Rel construct 7 7DCEGF<H#IAJKEB9 9 , and three
Att constructs 7 7DC EGFH#IAJKE ML H#9 9 , 7 7DC EGFH#IAJKE  CINA9 9 and 7 7!C EGFH>I>J E  H,JOQPRI 9 9 .
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Fig. 2. A simple relational data model

Once the constructs of modelling language [
have been defined in terms of the
HDM (via the API of AutoMed’s metadata repository [1]), a set of primitive schema
transformations for [
are automatically available. For the simple relational model
above, these would be as follows:
– addRel( 7 7\89 9 B] ) adds to the schema a new relation 8 . The query ] specifies the
set of primary key values in the extent of 8 in terms of the already existing schema
constructs.
– addAtt( 7 7"8 @? 9 9 @] ) adds to the schema an attribute ? (key or non-key) for relation
8 . The query ] specifies the extent of the binary relationship between the primary
key attribute(s) of 8 and this new attribute ? in terms of the already existing schema
constructs.
– deleteRel( 7 7\89 9 @] ) deletes from the schema the relation 8 (provided all its attributes have first been deleted). The query ] specifies how the extent of 8 can be
restored from the remaining schema constructs.
– deleteAtt( 7 7\8 B? 9 9 B] ) deletes from the schema attribute ? of relation 8 . The query
] specifies how the extent of the binary relationship between the primary key attribute(s) of 8 and ? can be restored from the remaining schema constructs.
– renameRel( 7 7"89 9  7 7"8:^_9 9 ) renames the relation 8 to 8^ in the schema.
– renameAtt( 7 7\8 B? 9 9  7 7`8 @? ^9 9 ) renames the attribute ? of 8 to ? ^ .
There is also a set of extendRel, extendAtt, contractRel and contractAtt primitive
transformations.
2.1 An Example Integration
Figure 3 gives some specific schemas to illustrate the integration approach of Figure 1.
Primary key attributes are underlined, foreign key attributes are in italics and nullable
attributes are suffixed by a question mark.

a bdc

a b#e

a b#f

a b>g

staff(id,name,dname)
male(id)
female(id)

hib#j

university(uname)
campus(cmname,uname)
dept(deptname,cmname)
degree(dcode,title,dtype,deptname)
student(id,name,sex)
enrolled(id,from,to,dcode)
degree(dcode)
university(uname)
college(cname,uname)
dept(dname,street,cname)

k b

university(uname)
campus(cmname,uname)
dept(dname,street,cmname)
degree(dcode,title,dtype,dname)
staff(id,name,sex,dname)
student(id,name,sex)
enrolled(id,from,to,dcode)
university(uname)
campus(cmname,uname)
dept(dname,street,cmname)
degree(dcode,title,dtype,dname)
person(id,name,sex,dname?)
enrolled(id,from,to,dcode)

Fig. 3. Example schemas

In Example 1, transformations l  –l$m use a composite transformation extendTable to
state that the tables student, enrolled, university, campus and degree in npoiq cannot
be derived from r>osq . The definition of extendTable is:
B?  9 9@xzy{IGN<E IAJHs|}I>v~wB7 7"89 9  dL H  JK#xG
IGN<E IAJH#tOQuQv I>wB7 7"8 B? 
INKE I>J<H  E$E wB7 7"8 B? 9 9  dL H B J #x
BIGN<E IAJH  E$E w7 7!8 @?  9 9  dL H B J >x
Then transformations l –l$ use the dname attribute of staff to derive the dept table
in npo.q , and use extend transformations for the two attributes street and uname that
cannot be derived from r>o}q . Finally, in l ` –l ` the male and female relations of r>osq
are restructured into the single sex attribute of staff.
The queries accompanying the add and delete transformations are expressed in our
IQL
query language. In IQL, ++ is the bag union
and the construct
 } intermediate

 operator

Q is a comprehension [2]. The expressions
to  are termed qual
ifiers, each qualifier being either a filter or a generator. A filter is a boolean-valued
where  is a pattern and is a bag-valued
expression. A generator has syntax 
expression. In IQL, the patterns  are restricted to be single variables or tuples of variables.
Example 1 Pathway r>osq  nposq
l  IGN<E IAJHQtOQu#v IQw7 7DC EGFH#IAJKE ML H  JOQPRI  CIGNA9 9Bx
l  IGN<E IAJHQtOQu#v IQw7 7$FQJ L  IA_C L E"  FQJ<OQPRI<9 9Bx
+
l IGN<E IAJHQtOQu#v IQw7 7` OQP#F<C  PJOQPRI  F#JOQPRI 9 9Bx
l  IGN<E IAJHQtOQu#v IQw7 7`H#I ,_I I  HQ  H#I  E L EGv I  H>E!QAI  H,JOQPRI 9 9x
l m IGN<E IAJHQtOQu#v IQw7 7DIAJQ    v~v I H ML H     P  E . H#  H>I 9 9Bx
l OHQHs|}IAvwB7 7!H>I> EB9 9  N w  NAxz7 7!C EOK  H.JOQPRIK9 9  x


l OHQH  E$E w7 7!H#IAKE  H.JOQPRI 9 9  wN  NAx N7 7!H#IAKEB9 9  x
l$IGN<E IAJH  E$E wB7 7"H>I> E  C EG_I I EB9 9  dL H  JKAx
l$IGN<E IAJH  E$E wB7 7"H>I> E  F#JOQPRI 9 9  dL H  JKAx

l `  
O HQH
l $ H#IAv I
l ! H#IAv I
+
l  H#IAv I
l ` H#IAv I

 $E E w7 7DCEOK  CINA9 9   w_N  ‘M’ x  N7 7P OQv I<9 9  ++  w_N  ‘F’ x  N7 7  I>P OQv IK9 9  x


E I  E$E w7 7$P OQv I ML H#9 9  w_N  N>x N7 7 P OQv IK9 9  x

 
E I#|}IAvwB7 7\P¡OQv IK9 9 N w_N  ‘M’ x¢ 7 7!C EOK  CBIGN>9 9  x
E I  E$E w7 7  IAP¡OQv I ML Hd 9 9   w_N  N>x N7 7  I>P OQv IK9 9  x
E I#|}IAvwB7 7  I>P OQv IK9 9  N wN  ‘F’ x¢7 7`CEOK  CINA9 9  x

The pathway r>o,£  no¤£ contains extend steps to add the missing staff, student,
and enrolled tables. It then renames deptname, and adds the missing attributes of
dept:
Example 2 Pathway r>o,£  npo,£
l  m INKE I>J<HQtOQu#v IQw7 7DCEGF<H#IAJKE ML H  JOQPRI  CIN<9 9@x
l  'INKE I>J<HQtOQu#v IQw7 7DCEOK GL H  J<OQP I  CBIGN  H.J<OQP I 9 9@x
l  INKE I>J<HQtOQu#v IQw7 7DI>J#  v~v IKH GL H    P  E s HQ  H>I9 9Bx
l  ¥_IAJOQPRI  E$E w7 7"H>I> E  H>I> EGJOQPRI 9 9  7 7"H>I> E  H,JOQPRI 9 9@x
l   _IAJOQPRI  E$E w7 7"H>I ,_I I  H>I> EGJOQPRI 9 9  7 7"H#I ,_I I  H.J<OQP I 9 9Bx
l \ INKE I>J<H  E$E wB7 7"H#IAKE  C EG_I I E9 9  dL H  JK>x
l B INKE I>J<H  E$E wB7 7"H#IAKE  FQJ<OQPRIK9 9  dL H  JKAx
The pathway r>o,¦  npo¤¦ contains a sequence of extend steps for its missing information. The pathway r>o¤§  nod§ creates in l $ a new attribute 7 7"H#IAKE  FQJ<OQPRIK9 9 by
+
joining the dept and college relations, and then deletes in l  –l  m the college table
that can be recovered from the remaining 7 7"H>I> E  JOQPRI 9 9 attribute. Transformation l 
is unable to put any restriction on the values of 7 7"H>I> E  JOQPRI 9 9 , since that association
+
cannot be recovered from the global schema. Transformations l   –l  then perform the
logical inverse of l $ –l  to partially extract the campus table from the direct association between departments and universities represented by 7 7!H#IAKE  FQJOQPRI 9 9 .
Example 3 Pathway r>o¤§  npo¤§
l $ OHQH   E$E w7 7`H#IA KE  FQJOQPRIK9 9 
w_N  >x w_N ¨ xz7 7"H>I> E  JOQPRI 9 9Kw ¨A >xz7 7!  v~v I #I  F#JOQPRI9 9  x
l + H#IAv I E I  E$E w7 7`  v~v I #I  FQJOQPRI 9 9 
 

w_N >x w ¨A NAxz7 7"H>I> E  JOQPRI 9 9Kw ¨A >xz7 7!H#IAKE  FQJ<OQP I 9 9  x


l \ H#IAv I E I  E$E w7 7`  v~v I #I  AJ< OQP  I 9 9  w_N  N>x N7 7"  v~v I >I 9 9  x
l  m'H#IAv I E I#|}IAvwB7 7D  v~v I >I 9 9   w_N  >xz©7 7!H>I> E  JOQPRI 9 9  x
l  %  JKEG_OE  E$E wB7 7!H>I> E  JOQPRI 9 9 p¤L H B J >x
 dL H  JKAx
l  INKE I>J<H  E$E wB7 7"H#IAKE  P
 J<OQPRIK9 9
l  %OHQHs|}I>vw7 7` OQP#F<CB9 9   w_N  >x7 7"H>I> E  PJOQPRI 9 9  x


l   OHQH  E$E w7 7` OQPQFKC  PJ<OQPRIK9 9  w_N  N>x N©7 7! OQPQF<C@9 9  x
+
l OHQH   E$E w7 7` OQ PQFKC  FQJ<OQPRIK9 9 
w_N  >x w ¨A NAxz7 7"H>I> E  PJOQPRI 9 9  w ¨> >xz7 7`H#IAKE  FQJ<OQP IK9 9  x
+ 

l H#IAv E$ E w7 7`H#IAK E  FQJ<OQP I 9 9 
w_N  >x w_N ¨ xz7 7"H>I> E  PJOQPRI 9 9  w ¨> >xz7 7` OQP#F<C  F#JOQPRI 9 9  x
+
l INKE I>J<HQtOQu#v IQw7 7DCEGF<H#IAJKE ML H  JOQPRI  CIN<9 9@x
+$+
l INKE I>J<HQtOQu#v IQw7 7DCEOK GL H  J<OQP I  CBIGN  H.J<OQP I 9 9@x
+
l  INKE I>J<HQtOQu#v IQw7 7DI>J#  v~v IKH GL H    P  E s HQ  H>I9 9Bx

Finally, we list in Example 4 the pathway from the union schema noiq to the global
schema ªo . The pathway from no £ , npo¤¦ or nod§ would be identical.
Example 4 Pathway npo q  ªo  
+
l m'OHQHs|}I>vw7 7$AIA_C  J<9 9  7 7!C EOKz9 9 ++ N N7 7!C EGFH>I>J E9 9 J  Ezw$PRI>PuAIA,N7 7DCEOKz9 9@x  x
+
l OHQH   E$E w7 7$AI> C  J ML Hd9 9  7 7`CEOK ML Hd9 9 ++
w_N  >x w_N  >xz7 7DCEGF<H#IAJKE ML HQ9 9 J  Ezw PRIAPuAIA¤N7 7DC EOKz9 9Bx  x
+

l 'OHQH  E$E w7 7$AI> C  J  JOQPRIK9 9  7 7!C EOK  J<OQPRIK9 9 ++
w_N  >x w_N  >xz7 7DCEGF<H#IAJKE  JOQPRI 9 9 J  Ezw$P IAPuAI>dN7 7!C EOKz9 9@x  x
+

l %OHQH  E$E w7 7$AI> C  J  CBIGN>9 9  7 7DCEOK  CINA9 9 ++
w_N  >x w_N  >xz7 7DCEGF<H#IAJKE  CBIGN>9 9J  Ezw PRIAPuAI>¤N7 7!C EOK¢9 9Bx  x
+

l  OHQH E$E w7 7$AI>C  J  H.J<OQP IK9 9  7 7!C EOK  H.J<OQP I 9 9@x


l $   JKEG_OE  E$E wB7 7`C EGFH>I>J E GL H#9 9  wN   Ax w_N  >xz©7 7 AIA_C  J ML Hd9 9G
J  Ezw PRIAPuAIAdN7 7!C EOKz9 9Bx   wN  >x w_N  >x&7 7AIA_C  J GL H#9 9  x
l @   JKEG_OE  E$E wB7 7`C EGFH>I>J E  J<OQPRIK9 9   w_N  >x  wN  >xz7 7 AI>C  J  JOQPRI 9 9


J  Ezw PRIAPuAIAdN7 7!C EOKz9 9Bx   wN  >x w_N  >x&7 7AIA_C  J  J<OQP I 9 9  x


l     JKEG_OE  E$E wB7 7`C EGFH>I>J E  CIGNA9 9  w_N   >x w_N  >xz7 7AIA_C  J  CBIGNA9 9 
J  Ezw PRIAPuAIAdN7 7!C EOKz9 9Bx   wN  >x w_N  >x&7 7AIA_C  J  CIN9 9  x
l +   JKEG_OE |sI>vw7 7DCEGF<H#IAJKE9 9@x   N  N7 7$AI>C  JA9 9 J  Ezw PRIAPuAI>dN7 7!C EOKz9 9Bx  
 
N N7 7$AIA_C  J9 9  x
l $ H#IAv I E I  E$E w7 7DC EOK GL HQ9 9   wN  Ax  w_N  >xz7 7AIA_C  J GL H#9 9 PRIAPuAI>dN7 7!C EOKz9 9  x


l  m'H#IAv I E I  E$E w7 7DC EOK  J<OQPRI<9  9  w_N  > x w_N  >xz7 7 AI>C  J  JOQPRI 9 9 PRIAPuAIAdN7 7!C EOK¢9 9  x
l  H#IAv I E I  E$E w7 7DC EOK  CIGN>9 9  wN  Ax w_N  >xz7 7AIA_C  J  CBIGN>9 9PRI>PuAIA,N7 7DCEOKz9 9  x
l   H#IAv I E I  E$E w7 7DC EOK  H,J OQPR
I 9 9  7 7AIA_C  J  H,JOQPRI 9 9@x
l %H#IAv I E I#|}IAvwB7 7CEOKz9 9  N  wN  >xz7 7 AI>C  J  H.J<OQPRIK9 9  x
We assume in this example integration that a person may be both a member of
staff and a student. For such people, their information in the staff table is preferred
+
+
for propagation to the global person table in steps l m –l  above. Thus, there is not
sufficient information in the global schema to totally derive the student table, and only
+
contract statements can be given in steps l $ –l  , where as a lower bound we know all
persons not in the staff table are students, but as an upper bound know that all persons
could be in student (if it were the case that all staff members were former students).
Conversely, there is sufficient information to totally derive the staff table.
2.2 Comparison of BAV with GAV, LAV and GLAV
We see from the above example that the add and extend steps in the transformation
pathways from the local schemas to the global schema correspond to GAV, since it
is these steps that are incrementally defining global constructs in terms of local ones.
Similarly, it is the delete and contract steps in the transformation pathways from the
local schemas to the global schema that correspond to LAV, since it is these steps that are
incrementally defining local constructs in terms of global ones. We will see in Section 3
how these pathways can be traversed to derive GAV and LAV views.
If a GAV view is derived from solely add steps it will be exact in the terminology of
[7]. If, in addition, it is derived from one or more extend steps using their lower-bound

(upper-bound) queries, then the GAV view will be sound (complete) in the terminology
of [7]. Similarly, if a LAV view is derived solely from delete steps it will be exact.
If, in addition, it is derived from one or more contract steps using their lower-bound
(upper-bound) queries, then the LAV view will be complete (sound) in the terminology
+
no q  ªo above, we could enhance l  above to:
of [7]. For example, in pathway


  J EGOGE |}I>vw7 7C EGFH>I>J EB9 9  N N7 7AIA_C  JA9 9 J  Ezw$PRI>PuAIAdN7 7`CEOK¢9 9@x   7 7$AIA_C  J9 9  x
asserting that 7 7!C EGFH>I>J E9 9 contains the set of people who are not staff (completeness)
and is contained by the whole set of people (soundness).
As we discussed in the introduction, BAV is a more expressive data integration language than LAV, GAV or GLAV, since it allows for the expression of mappings in both
directions, and since it is not limited on how many source schemas are associated by
a mapping. Indeed, in the context of peer-to-peer integration, [3] has suggested using
GLAV rules in both directions in a similar manner to BAV, in order to overcome weaknesses of using GLAV alone.
As discussed in [14, 15], a further advantage of BAV over GAV and LAV is that it
readily supports the evolution of both global and local schemas, by allowing pathways
and schemas to be incrementally modified as opposed to having to be regenerated.
A further difference between BAV and GAV, LAV or GLAV (including the approach
of using GLAV in each direction of [3]) is that statements about the relationships between global and local schemas are made at a finer level of detail, i.e. at the level
of individual attributes as opposed to entire tables. So we can assert exact knowledge
about some attributes of a table, and sound or complete knowledge about other attributes. We are also able to introduce intermediate constructs in the mapping, such as
in r>od§  npod§ .

3 Generating Views
We now present a general technique for generating GAV, LAV and GLAV view definitions from a BAV pathway. This ability to generate any of these kinds of view definitions
from a single BAV pathway means that we can select a query processing technique that
can vary between queries as appropriate.
To define a construct in '« in terms of the constructs in schema %¬ , we consider
in turn the transformations of %«  ¬ . The only transformations that are significant
are those that delete, contract or rename a construct1. These transformations are significant because the current view definitions may query constructs that no longer exist
after such a transformation. Each of these types of transformation is handled as follows
if it is encountered during the traversal of  «   ¬ :
– delete: This has an associated query which shows how to reconstruct the extent
of the construct being deleted. Any occurrence of the deleted construct within the
current view definitions is replaced by this query.
– contract: Any occurrence of the contracted construct within the current view definitions is replaced by either the lower-bound or the upper-bound query accompa1

Note that this is equivalent to considering the add, extend and rename steps in the reverse

),3®¯).°

nying this transformation step, depending on whether sound or complete views are
required.
– rename: All references to the old construct in the current view definitions are replaced by references to the new construct.
3.1 Generating GAV Views
To generate the set of GAV views for a global schema, the pathways from it to each local schema are retrieved from AutoMed’s metadata repository. For some part of the start
of their length these pathways may be the same, as may be seen from the tree structure
of Figure 1. Each node of this transformations tree is a schema (global, intermediate
or local) linked to its neighbours by a single transformation step. View definitions for
each global schema construct are derived by traversing the tree from top to bottom. Initially, each construct’s view definition is just the construct itself. Each node in the tree
is then visited in a downwards direction, and delete, contract and rename transformations are handled as described above. In particular, if a contract transformation step
is encountered, any occurrence of the contracted construct within the current GAV view
definitions is replaced by the lower-bound query accompanying this transformation step
(so that sound GAV views will be generated).
At some points the tree may branch. When this happens, constructs of the parent
schema are semantically identical to constructs that have the same scheme within the
child schemas. The possibility of using all paths is retained within the view definitions
by replacing each construct of the parent schema by a disjunction (OR) of the corresponding constructs in the child schemas.
The tree is traversed in this fashion from the root to the leaves until all the nodes are
visited. The resulting view definitions are the GAV definitions for the global schema
constructs over the local schemas. Referring again to the example of Section 2.1, consider the construct ªo  7 7 AIA_C  J  CIGN>9 9 in the global schema. The pathway ªo  npoiq
would be processed first (i.e. the reverse of the pathway npoiq 
ªo listed in Sec+
tion 2.1). The only significant transformation is l  that deletes 7 7 AI>C  J  CIN9 9 , resulting
in an intermediate view definition:
ªo   7 7 AI>C   J  CBIGN9 9 :- no.q  7 7`CEOK  CIN9 9 ++
wN  Ax w_N  >xz±no.q  7 7!C EGFH>I>J E  CIGNA9 9 J  Ezw PRIAPuAIAdNnpo.q  7 7!C EOKz9 9x 
at one copy, nposq , of the four union schemas. Traversing the pathways noiq  r>osq and
the body of the view
with:
npo.q  np o £ , we replace

 definition

w w_N  ‘M’ x N±r>o q  7 7P OQv I 9 9  ++ wN  ‘F’ x N±r>o q  7 7  IAP OQv I<9 9 d² |

np
 o £s 7 7!C EOK CIGN>9 9Bx
++ w w_N  >x wN  Ax& Void ² |³npo £} 7 7`CEGF<H#IAJKE  CBIGN>9 9
J  Ezw$P IAPuAI>¤Nw r>o.q  7 7!C EOKz9 9 ² |´no £} 7 7`CEOKz9 9@xx  x
Traversing next no  £  r>o £ and npo £  n o¤¦ , we get:

w w_N  ‘M’ x N±r>o q  7 7P OQv I 9 9  ++ wN  ‘F’ x N±r>o q  7 7  IAP OQv I<9 9  x ² |
²  |³npo,¦  7 7`CEOK  CIN9 9Bx
Void

++ w w_N  >x wN  Ax& Void ² | Void ² |³npo,¦  7 7`CEGF<H#IAJKE  CBIGN>9 9
J  Ezw$P IAPuAI>¤Nw r>o.q  7 7!C EOKz9 9 ² | Void ² |´no¤¦  7 7!C EOKz9 9@xx  x
Continuing with npo,¦  r>o¤¦ , npo¤¦  npod§ and finally no¤§  r>od§ , we obtain the view
definition:

ªo  7 7  AI>C  J  CB IGN9 9 :

w w_N  ‘M’ x N±r>o.q  7 7P OQv IK9 9  ++ wN  ‘F’ x N±r>o.q  7 7  IAP¡OQv IK9 9  x ² |
²  | Void ² | Void x
Void

++ w w_N  >x wN  >xz Void ² | Void ² |³r>o ¦  7 7`CEGF<H#IAJKE  CBIGN9 9 ² | Void 
J  Ew PRIAPuAI>dNw r>o q  7 7!C EOKz9 9 ² | Void ² | Void ² | Void xBx  x
Such view derivations can be substituted into any query posed on a global schema
in order to obtain an equivalent query distributed over the local schemas — this is the
GAV approach to global query processing, which is what the AutoMed implementation
currently supports. Section 4 will justify how this view definition can be simplified
further.

3.2 Generating LAV Views
LAV views are derived similarly: the pathway from a local schema to the global schema
is again retrieved from the metadata repository and is processed as above to derive
the view definitions, except that it is the local schema end of the pathway that is now
taken as the root of the tree. The derivation of LAV views is simpler because there is
now only a single pathway being processed, with no branching. Also, if a contract
transformation step is encountered, any occurrence of the contracted construct within
the current LAV view definitions is replaced by the upper-bound query accompanying
this transformation step (so that sound LAV views will be generated).
For example, to generate a LAV definition of r>o q  7 7$P OQv I<9 9 , we inspect the path+
way l  ,..,l ` ,l m ,..,l   . The transformation l ! deletes 7 7P OQv I 9 9 , and therefore we have an
intermediate view
  definition on npo q :
r>o q  7 7 P OQv I<9 9 :- N w_N  ‘M’ xz±no q  7 7!C EOK  CBIGN>9 9 
Then 7 7!C EOK  CBIGN>9 9 construct is deleted by l  , which substitutes wN  >xz7 7DC EOK  CIGN>9 9
with wN  Ax7 7AIA_C  J  CINA9 9G PRIAPuAI>N 7 7DC EOKz9 9 , and the 7 7`CEOKz9 9 construct in this query
is deleted by l $ giving a final LAV rule:
r>o q   7 7 P  OQv I<9 9 : 
N w_N  ‘M’ xzµªo  7 7 AI>C  J  CIN9 9 PRIAPuAIAQN N w_N  >xzµªo  7 7AIA_C  J  H,JOQPRI 9 9 =
3.3 Generating GLAV Views
First, it should be noted that GLAV view definitions will include all the LAV view
definitions, and all the GAV view definitions where the body of the rule is a query that
matches the conditions required for the GLAV query processing system in use (which in
[10] would be queries over a single source). In addition, we inspect now all the add and
extend transformations of the pathway that would be ignored by LAV view generation,
and for each one use the query to form the head of a new GLAV rule.
in r>o¤§  npo¤§ , the query in l $ gives a new view rule head:
  For example,


¨
wN Ax w_N x ¶r>od§  7 7!H#IAKE  AJ<OQPRIK9 9  w ¨A >xR·r>od§  7 7!  v~v I >I  F#JOQPRI 9 9  which is defined by 7 7"H>I> E  F#JOQPRI 9 9 at this stage. We then use our standard algorithm on construct
+
7 7"H>I> E  F#JOQPRI 9 9 , detect that it is deleted in l  , and hence replace it with the query from
+ 
in the GLAV rule:
l  to result

wN  A x w_N  ¨ x±r>od§  7 7"H>I> E  JOQPRI 9 9Kw ¨A Ax±r>od§  7 7!  v~v I >I  F#JOQPRI 9 9  :wN B¨ x ªo  7 7"H>I> E  PJOQPRI 9 9  w ¨> >xzµªo  7 7" OQP#F<C  F#JOQPRI 9 9 

Note however that the BAV integration would still hold if r>o,§ were fragmented,
with campus and departments held on separate sources, whereas GLAV would cease to
be valid in this situation.

4 Logical Optimisation of the Generated Views
The view definitions generated by the process described above can be simplified by a
process of logical optimisation, where redundant parts of the query are removed. This
saves later work for the query optimiser, when these definitions are substituted into
specific global queries for query processing. It also generates views that are similar to
the views that would have been specified directly in a GAV, LAV or GLAV framework.
4.1 The ¸º¹ Operator and Void
The Void value represents a construct that is unobtainable from a data source. We thus
define I ² | Void y Void ² |I y»I for any IQL expression I . Applying this simplification to the GAV view definition derived in Section 3.1 results in:
ªo  7 7  AI>C  J  CB IGN9 9 :

w  w_N  ‘M’ x N±r>o q  7 7P OQv IK9 9  ++ wN  ‘F’ x N±r>o q  7 7  IAP¡OQv IK9 9  xx
++ w w_N  >x wN  >xz±r>o ¦  7 7!C EGFH>I>J E  CIN9 9 J  Ezw$PRI>PuAIAdNw r>o q  7 7`CEOK¢9 9xBx  x
It may be the case that two data sources supply information for a single schema
construct. For example, the global schema attribute 7 7 FQJ L  I>C L E!  FQJOQPRI 9 9 has the GAV
view definition:
ªo  7 7 FQJ L  I>C L E!  FQJOQPRI 9 9 :- r>o £i 7 7 FQJ L  IA_C L E"  FQJ<OQP I 9 9 ² |³r>od§  7 7FQJ L  IA_C L E"  FQJ<OQPRIK9 9
which expresses the fact that either r>o £ or r>o¤§ can be used to extract information about
university names. This leads to several possibilities for operational semantics that may
be used for the ² | operator:
1. ident semantics would choose one of the expressions to evaluate, since the integration rules specify that they are the same. This may be defined by the rule
I>¼ ² |I ½y»I>¼ y¾IK½ .
2. intersect semantics would determine that a value should be returned only if it is
present in all data sources, defined by I>¼ ² |I ½y L JKE IA_CIKGE%I#¼zIK½ .
3. append semantics would determine that all values in all data sources should be
returned, defined by I>¼ ² |I ½y»I>¼¿¿ÀI ½ .
4. union semantics would determine that one copy of a value should be returned if
present in any data source, defined by I#¼ ² |IK½yÁH L C E L JGEzwDI#¼¿¿ÂIK½#x .
Option (1) is that which should be used if it is known that the data sources obey the
semantics specified by the data integration rules i.e. that their extents are identical and
there are no distributed data integrity violations. In this circumstance, the ² | operator
may also be used during distributed data integrity checking, where both expressions are
evaluated, and the results compared to determine if the data sources contain consistent
data.
Options (2)–(4) provide different mechanisms for handling situations where the data
sources are possibly inconsistent, and thus may not share information that they should

share. Option (3) provides a result that may be used to derive Options (2) and (4), and
therefore is the default semantics provided by the AutoMed’s view generation algorithm. Note also that Option (4) gives the same result as Option (1) if the data sources
are identical.
4.2 Other IQL Operators
The AutoMed intermediate query language IQL supports several primitive operators
for manipulating lists. The list append operator, ¿¿ , concatenates two lists together.
The distinct operator removes duplicates from a list. The monus operator ÃÂÃ sub ¢Ä. ½ ¢Å  ÃÂÃ
tracts
instance
 Ås¢Å. each
 Ä, of the second list from the first. For example,  ¼ ½

½ ¼  y
½  . The fold operator applies a given function to each element of
a list and then ‘folds’ a binary operator   into the resulting values, and is defined as
follows:
D v H * 3I   y»I
D v H * 3I  N  y  N
D v H * 3I:w$ud¼¿¿Æu½#x¢yÇw D v H * &I ud¼Kx  w D v H * &I u½#x
Other IQL list manipulation operators may be defined using D v H together with the
usual set of built-in operators and also the support of lambda abstractions. For example, the IQL functions sum and   F#JKE are equivalent to the SQL SUM and COUNT
aggregation functions and are defined respectively as C F#PÈy D v HÆw L Hdxw"¿:xÊÉ and
  FQJKE¥y D v HËw$v OQPu>HQO&N ¼<xzw\¿:x%É .
 to each member of a list u
The function Ì.OKEGP OQ applies a list-valued function


D



and is defined as Ì.OKEGP OQ
uÍy
vH
w\¿¿:x  u . Ì.OKEGP OQ can in turn be used to
define selection, projection, join and, more generally, the comprehension syntax used
in
  the view definitions of the previous section. For example, the list comprehension
N N7 7`CEGF<H#IAJKE9 9 J Ezw PRIAPuAIAdN7 7!C EOKz9 9Bx  translates to:


Ì.OKEGP OQ¡w v OQPu>H#O3N ÎL  w J  Ew$PRI>PuAIAdN7 7`CEOKz9 9@xx'EGÏKI>J N  I>v CI  x7 7!C EGFH>I>J E9 9
Optimisations for D v H apply to all the operators defined in terms of it. Regarding
the view definitions generated from BAV pathways there are two particular optimisations that can be applied to them. First, any instances of D v H applied to dL H can be
simplied by treating p¤L H as identical to the empty bag, so that D v H z RI dL HÐyÈI
for any  R   I . Second, due to the step-wise specification of our schema transformations, loop fusion may be applicable. This replaces two successive iterations over a
collection by one iteration provided the operators in question satisfy certain algebraic
properties. A simple instance of loop fusion is the standard relational query optimisation
ÑsÒ w Ñ}Ó w!8:xBxzy Ñ}ÒpÔ Ó w!8x . Loop fusion does not arise in the schema integration example
of Section 2.1 but consider the following fragment of an AutoMed pathway. This first
joins two schemes 7 7!8 @? 9 9 and 7 7"8 @Õ 9 9 , creating an intermediate relation 7 7"ÖQ9 9 , and then
projects onto the ?  and Õ attributes,
creating a relation 7 7"×Ê9 9 , and finally deletes 7 7`Öd9 9 :

addRel wB7 7"ÖQ9 9  wD Ø BÙiBÚ x wDØ Ù xz7 7`8 B? 9 9KwDØ BÚ x¢7 7"8 @Õ 9 9  x
addRel wB7 7\×9 9  w Ùi BÚ x wDØ B ÙiBÚ x¢7 7"Öd9 9  x
deleteRel w7 7!Öd9 9  w`Ø Ùi@Ú x w`Ø BÙ x¢7 7"8 B? 9 9 w`Ø BÚ x¢7 7!8 MÕ 9 9  x
The view definition
generated for 7 7"×Ê9 9  would be

w ÙiBÚ x w`Ø Ùi@Ú x¢
wDØ ÙiBÚ x w`Ø Ù x¢©7 7!8 @? 9 9 wDØ BÚ xz7 7`8 @Õ 9 9 = x


i
Ù
@

Ú
x in the outer comprehension can be fused with the head
and the generator w`Ø

expression of the inner
giving:
 Ùicomprehension,

B

Ú


Ù
w
x w`Ø
xz7 7!8 @? 9 9  w`Ø BÚ x¢7 7!8 MÕ 9 9 
There are a range of other standard algebraic optimisations that could be performed
on the view definitions e.g. pushing down selections and projections. However, these
kinds of optimisations will also be applied later, when a specific global query is reformulated by substituting into it the view definitions. Further optimisations and rewrites
will be applied at this stage e.g. to bring constructs from the same local schemas together into sub-queries which can be posed entirely on one local schema and it is these
sub-queries (appropriately translated) that will be sent to local data sources for evaluation.
We finally note that, although IQL is list-based, if the ordering of elements within
lists is ignored then its operators are faithful to the expected bag semantics. Moreover,
use of the H L C E L JGE operator can be used to obtain set semantics as needed. We refer
the reader to [17, 6] for more details of IQL and for references to work on fold-based
functional query languages and optimisation techniques for such languages.

5 Validating and Optimising Pathways
One important feature of the AutoMed approach is that once a set of schemas have
been joined in a network of pathways, data and queries may be translated or migrated
between any pair of schemas in the network. Such networks may be complex to analyse,
so we need to support automated validation that a network is well-formed. We also need
to support automated optimisation of the pathways between schemas, since they may
contain redundant transformations.
To support such validation and optimisation of pathways, we have developed the
Transformation Manipulation Language (TML) [20, 21], which represents each transformation in a form suited to analysis of the schema constructs that are created, deleted
or are required to be present for the transformation to be correct. Our definitions below
require two functions Û and Ü . Given a query ] on schema  containing  number of
constructs, Û determines all schema constructs that must exist in  if the query is valid,
Ü determines all schema constructs in  referencing the constructs in ] . For the IQL
language constructs used in our earlier examples, Û and Ü are defined as:
Û w7 7$`9 9Mx¢yÝ7 7 `9 9

 
Û
 ]KA w7 7  @] OA9 9@x¢yßÞd7 7 D]K9 9 7 7$ O#9 9Gà
Û w
  x¢yÁÛ w xá
áâÛ w ] .x
K
]
]

K
]
]
x¢yÁÛ w xáÛ w  x
 ]  Û ]Kw ++
@

]
Û w
  x¢yÁÛ w ] x'áâÛ w ]K x'á
áâÛ w ] ,x
Ü w7 7 `9 9Mx¢yÍã Gä  ä   w ¢å âæç7 7$`9 9 å Û w  xx
Note that as a shorthand, we will write the pair of queries ]Kè @] é in extend or contract as just ] , with the semantics in such cases that Û w ] è @] é xêyëÛ w ] è x%áÛ w ] é x . The
TML formalises each transformation l of schema   into schema  = as having four
 MÕKì   Bí.ì
?
conditions 


 :

– The positive precondition ?  is the set of constructs that   implies must be present
in   . It comprises those constructs that are present in the query of the transformation (given by Û w ] x ) together with any constructs implied as being present by the
construct :

-


å Þ add w B] x  extend w B] xMà  ?  yÇw!Û w xÃ xáâÛ w ] x

l å Þ delete w B] x  contract w @] x  id w  ^ xMà  ?  yÁÛ w x'áâÛ w ] x

l y rename w  ^x  ?  y»Ü w x
– The negative precondition Õ ì is the set of constructs that   implies must not be
present in ' . It comprises those constructs which the transformation will add to
the schema, and thus must not already be present:
l å Þ add w B] x  extend w B] x  id w ^  xMà  Õ  ì y
l å Þ delete w B] x  contract w @] xMà  Õ  ì yÁî
l y rename w  ^x  Õ  ì yëÞ ïA ^àKÜ w x

– The positive postcondition  is the set of constructs that  implies must be present

in   , and is derived in the same way as ?  (i.e. the positive precondition of the
l ):

l å Þ add w B] x  extend w B] x  id w ^  xMà 
 yÍÛ w x%áðÛ w ] x


B

]

@

]
l å Þ delete w
x contract w
xMà
 yÝw"Û w xÃ x'áâÛ w ] x



l y rename w
^x
 yëÞ ïA ^àKÜ w x
– The negative postcondition í  ì is the set of constructs that   implies must not be
present in   , and is derived in the same way as Õ ì :
l å Þ delete w B] x  contract w @] x  id w  ^_xMà  í  ì y ,
l å Þ add w B] x  extend w B] xMà  í  ì yÍî
l y rename w  ^x  í  ì y»Ü w x
l

-

Below we show how the compounded transformation l  and the primitive transformation l are represented in the TML.

l $ñ    î  Þ#7 7`CEGF<H#IAJKE9 9à  Þ#7 7!C EGFH#IAJKE 9 9à  î 
l $ñ    î  Þ#7 7`CEGF<H#IAJKE ML HQ9 9à  Þd7 7`C EGFH>I>J EB9 9  7 7DC EGFH#IAJKE ML H#9 9à  î 
+
l $ñ   î  Þ#7 7`CEGF<H#IAJKE ML HQ9 9à  Þd7 7`C EGFH>I>J EB9 9  7 7DC EGFH#IAJKE  CIN9 9Gà  î 
l $ñ   î  Þ#7 7`CEGF<H#IAJKE ML HQ9 9à  Þd7 7`C EGFH>I>J EB9 9  7 7DC EGFH#IAJKE  H.J<OQPRIK9 9à  î 
l$  Þd7 7`C EOKz9 9  7 7!C EOK  H.J<OQP I 9 9à  ÞQ7 7`H#IAKEB9 9à  Þd7 7!H>I> EB9 9  7 7DC EOKz9 9  7 7!C EOK  H,JOQPRI 9 9Gà  î 
5.1 Well-formed Transformation Pathways
A pathway ò from schema %ó to   is said to be well-formed if for each transformation step l      = within it:
– The only difference between the schema constructs in   and   is those con
structs specifically changed by transformation l , implying that  = Ç
y w!  á  xdÃ

í  ì and   yÇw!  á ?  xÃ Õ  ì

ì ö   y
– The constructs required by l are in the schemas, implying that ? õô   , Õ Ë

í
ì
î ,  ô   and  ö   yÍî
The above definition leads to the recursive definition of a well-formed pathway, ÷ ø ,
given below. The first rule applies each transformation step in turn, and the second rule
ensures that the schema that results from applying all the transformation steps is equal
to the schema at the end of the pathway (equal both in terms of the schema constructs
found in each schema and the extent of the schemas). Note that any implementation

may use these rules in two ways. Firstly, given a schema *ó representing a data source,
and pathway ù , a new data source schema   and its extent can be derived. Secondly,
if   exists as a data source already, a check can be made to verify that ù correctly
derives its schema and extent from
that of %ó .
 l /Aû   x ? ó ô 'óüæ Õ ó ì ö óÍyÍîêæ
÷ øw!'ó     l Y  l Y¥ú G

/Aû

÷ øww"ó¾á ó xÃ í ó ì     l Y¥ú   l   x



÷ øw!'ó    xýóÍyÍ  æ´þØ.w!'ó:x¢yÁþØsw!  x
5.2 Reordering of Transformations
Certain transformations may be performed in any order, whilst others must be performed in a specific order. For example, in r>o q  npo q , l $ must be performed before
l ! , since the attribute 7 7$P OQv I ML Hd9 9 must be deleted before the 7 7P OQv I 9 9 relation is deleted.
However the sub-pathway l $ ,l ! could be performed before or after the sub-pathway
+
l  ,l ` since it does not matter which of the 7 7 P OQv IK9 9 or 7 7  IAP OQv I<9 9 relations is deleted
first.
In the TML, this intuition is expressed by stating that transformations may be
swapped provided the pathway remains well-formed. This may be verified by inspect- ing the conditions of each transformation. In particular, a pair of transformations l ,l ú 
-ú  may be reordered to l
,l provided:
1. l does not add a construct required by l ú  , and l ú  does not add a construct






?
?
?
required by l , i.e. w  Ã  x ö = yÁî and w  Ã  x ö  yÍî
-ú 
2. l does not delete a construct required not to be present by l
, and l ú  does not


í
Õ
delete a construct required not to be present by l , i.e.  ö  yÍî
-Dû
3. if l is preceded by l  , the preconditions of l ú  do not conflict with the postcon-û 


Õ
í
ì
ì
ditions of l
, i.e.  ì ö = yÍî and  ì ö ?  yÁî
-ú 
-ú 
-ú 
4. if l
is followd by l
, the preconditions of l
do not conflict with the postcon

ditions of l , i.e.  ö Õ ì   yÍî and í  ì ö ?   yÁî
We can now formalise the two examples given above from r>oiq  npo.q . For l $ ,l ! ,
+
(1) is broken, and hence they may not be swapped. The changing of l $ ,l ! ,l  ,l ` to
l + ,l ` ,l $ ,l ! may be performed by iteratively swapping pairs of transformations. Con+
+
sidering first l ! ,l  , we find neither rule is broken, and they may be reordered to l  ,l ! .
!


`


`


!


Then l ,l breaks neither rule, and may be reordered to l ,l . This leaves a sub+
+
pathway l $ ,l  ,l ` ,l ! , and a similar argument allows l $ swap with l  and then l ` , to
+ ` $ !

give the sub-pathway l ,l ,l ,l .
5.3 Redundant anad Partially Redundant Transformations
Two transformations « and ¬ in a well-formed pathway ò are redundant if ò may
be reordered such that B« and ¬ become consecutive within it, and ò remains wellformed if they are then removed. Such redundant transformations will occur if a source
schema evolves to model information in the same way as the global schema when
previously it modelled the information in a different way. For example, suppose r>oq
+
is evolved by transformations l   ,l m  ,l m  ,l$m  ,l$m , textually identical to transformations
l ` ,l $ ,l ! ,l  + ,l ` , to model the gender of staff as a single sex attribute in a new version

of the schema r>o,^q . By reversing these transformation steps we can derive the pathway
from the new to the old schema r>o ^q  r>o.q :
Example 5 Pathway r> o,^q  r>o.q
+

l m OHQHs|}I>vw7 7  IAP¡OQv IK9 9  N  w_N  ‘F’ x¢
 7 7!C E OK CBIGN>9 9  x



G

L


l m OHQH E$E w7 7 I>P OQv I  HQ9  9 w_N N>x N7 7 IAP OQv I<9 9  x
l m  OHQHs|}I>vw7 7$P OQv I 9 9  N  wN  ‘M’ x¢7 7!C EOK  CIGN>9 9  x
l m  OHQH  E$E w7 7$P¡OQv I ML Hd9 9  w_N   N>x N 7 7 P OQv IK9 9  x


l  %H#IAv I E I  E$E w7 7DC EOK  CIGN>9 9  wN  ‘M’ x N7 7P OQv I 9 9  ++ wN  ‘F’ x N7 7  IAP¡OQv IK9 9  x
If we inspect the entire path r>o,^q  no.q , consisting of r>o,^q  r>osq followed by
r>o q  npo q , it may be
to contain the sub-pathway:
 reordered

l m  OHQHs|}I>vw7 7$P OQv I 9 9  N  wN  ‘M’ x¢7 7!C EOK  CIGN>9 9  x
l m  OHQH  E$E w7 7$P¡OQv I ML Hd9 9  w_N   N>x N 7 7 P OQv IK9 9  x
 

l   H#IAv I E I  E$E w7 7DC EOK  CIGN>9  9  wN  ‘M’ x N7 7P OQv I 9 9  ++
wN ‘F’ x N7 7  IAP¡OQv IK9 9  x

l ` OHQH  E$E w7 7DCEOK  CINA9 9  w_ N  ‘M’ x  N7 7P OQv I<9 9  ++ w_N  ‘F’ x N7 7  I>P OQv IK9 9  x
l $ H#IAv I E I  E$E w7 7$P OQv I ML H# 9 9   w_N  N>x N7 7 P OQv IK9 9  x
l ! H#IAv I E I#|}IAvwB7 7\P¡OQv IK9 9  N w_N  ‘M’ x¢7 7!C EOK  CBIGN>9 9  x
Clearly l   ,l ` forms a redundant pair, because we are adding and deleting the same
construct with the same extent since the query is the same. Once this has been performed
l m  ,l $ may be removed for the same reason, and then l m  ,l ! . Once all other redundant
pairs have been removed, r>o.^q  no.q would comprise of just l  –l\ .
Using the TML, we can identify redundant transformations as satisfying:





? « x¢yÁþØ.w ¬
? ¬ x
w? « y
¬ xæÿw Õ « ì y í ¬ ì x'æçw « y ? ¬ xæçw í « ì y Õ ¬ ì x%æ þØ.w «
Ù xy wDØÃ Ù xáõw Ù ÃüØ}x , and thus serves to find all the constructs being
where wDØ
added or deleted by the pair of transformations. In practice, this rule means that any
pair of transformations which add/extend and then delete/contract (in either order) the
same construct are redundant, providing the query can be demonstrated to result in the
same extent.
Two transformations  « and  ¬ in a well-formed pathway ò are partially redundant
if ò may be reordered to make  « and  ¬ consecutive, and ò remains well-formed if they
are then replaced by a single transformation  «K¬ .
The pathway r>o q  r>o¤£ has a pair of such partially redundant transformations,
since it can be reordered to obtain
the

 sub-pathway:
l ÀOHQH  E$E w7 7`H#IAKE  H.JOQPRIK9 9  wN  NAx N7 7!H#IAKE9 9  x
l  ¥_IAJOQPRI  E$E w7 7"H>I> E  H,JOQPRI 9 9  7 7"H>I> E  H>I> EGJOQPRI 9 9@x
This may be replaced by the new transformation given below, which leaves a fully
optimised pathway r>o q  r>o¤£ . 

l m  OHQH  E$E w7 7`H#IAKE  H#IAKEGJOQPRI 9 9  wN  NAx N7 7`H#IAKEB9 9  x
Using the TML, we can identify partially redundant transformations as satisfying
the following rules, where indicates the exclusive-or operator:



ww ? « y
w Õ « ì y í ¬ ì x'æ Õ « ì yÁîêæ í « ì ö Õ ¬ ì yÍî3æ í « ì y{îêæ Õ ¬ ì yÁî
¬ x'æ ? « yÁî
The simplifications for removing partially redundant and fully redundant transformations are summarised in the table below. The table shows what simplifications may
be applied where a pair of transformations
 is found to operate on the same construct
. NWF denotes ‘not well-founded’ and  denotes the removal of the pair. The table
would remain correct if extend were to replace add, contract replace delete, and id


















replace rename. Further details of redundant and partially redundant transformations
may be found in [20, 21].
add(c,q)
add(c,q)
NWF


 « delete(c,q)
rename(c’,c) NWF
rename(c”,c) NWF

¬
delete(c,q)


NWF
delete(c’,q)
delete(c”,q)

rename(c,c’)
add(c’,q)
NWF


rename(c”,c’)

6 Concluding Remarks
In this paper we have described view generation and view optimisation in the AutoMed heterogeneous database integration framework. We have shown how the AutoMed schema pathways and views generated from them are amenable to considerable
simplification, resulting in view definitions that look much like the views that would
have been specified directly in a GAV, LAV or GLAV framework.
Since BAV integration is based on sequences of primitive schema transformations,
it could be argued that data integration using it is more complex than with GAV, LAV or
GLAV. However, the integration process can be greatly simplified by specifying wellknown schema equivalences as higher-level composite transformations. We gave such
an example, extendTable, in Section 2.1 above, and further examples are given in [15].
Moreover, we are working on techniques for semi-automatically generating transformation pathways to convert a source schema expressed in one modelling language into
an equivalent target schema expressed in another modelling language, based on well
known schema equivalences. We are also investigating schema matching techniques to
automatically or semi-automatically integrate two specific schemas.
Finally, it should be noted that BAV is well-suited to peer-to-peer data integration
(see [16]) since it lacks the directionality inherent in LAV, GAV and GLAV, all of which
are tied to the concept of there being a global schema which may not always be the case
in peer-to-peer environments.
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